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BRAND STORY

The Sunday Scaries are a funny thing. 
(That’s funny “odd,” not funny “funny.”)

Why? Because everybody from your 
grandmammy to your Great Dane has dealt 
with them and yet nobody talks about it.

For us, it was the stress of trying to run our 
bar, open a second, and live a little in 
whatever free time was left at the end of our 
long days. Simply put, it was stressful as hell.

That’s when we were introduced to CBD.

The more we asked around, the more we 
found out everybody has their own version of 
that story. School, work, relationships, simply 

waking up in the morning; the scaries comes 
in all shapes and sizes-and any day of the 
week, too.

We’ve all got our own battles, but that 
shouldn’t mean we have to fight them alone. 
This is life, not a Rambo movie.

Sunday Scaries was founded to de-stigmatize 
(and overcome) stress - one person at a time.

Call us crazy (lots of people have), but we 
believe everybody deserves a hand on a difficult 
day and a fair shot at a scare free life. That’s 
exactly what we provide - with laughter, with 
CBD, and any other way we can.

We’re not perfect,
and we won’t pretend
to be, but we’re
battling stress and
helping the world deal
with its effects—albeit
unconventionally.

What are
Sunday Scaries?

Sunday Scaries are the irrational fears and 
internal darkness that overcome you on 
Sundays, when the impending doom of 
Monday is right around the corner. 

Unfortunately, you can feel that same pit in 
your stomach any day of the week.

Don’t worry, you’re not alone.
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BRAND TRACTION

“The tastiest
CBD products on the

market today”

“Best for anxiety:
Sunday Scaries is here

to the rescue”

“I fell in love with a
CBD oil, and I don’t care

who knows it”

“Best CBD
gummies of 2019”

“Top CBD gummies
of 2019”

“12 brands to have
on your radar”

“Editors’ favorite
CBD products”

“The most fun
CBD products I’ve

ever seen”

@SUNDAYSCARIES @FOMOBONES

160k+ FOLLOWERS 110k+ FOLLOWERS
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WHEN, WHERE, WHY CBD?

According to Brightfields 2021 Mid-Year US 
CBD Report, "...with consumers returning to 
brick and mortar as the pandemic ends and 
disposable income going up, the CBD market 
is expected to see a lift through the end of 
the year for the brands that have survived 
the pandemic.' '..expect to see explosive 
growth through brick and mortar as 
ingestible products hit shelves of chain 
retailers around the country. Now is the time 
to build strong brands across industries to 
ensure success when competition increases.'

Where would you feel comfortable 
purchasing or receiving CBD?

Aside from buying directly from the CBD 
Brand, consumer's top channels for purchasing 
or receiving CBD would be from Marijuana 
dispensaries, Brick and Mortar locations, 
alternative healthcare, smoke shops and online!

What is your preferred type
of CBD product?

When it came to the most preferred types of 
CBD products the top 2 preferred types 
were CBD oils/tinctures/drops (21.8%) and 
gummies (19.6%) .

Online directly
from CBD brands

Smoke shop

Online retailers selling
a variety of products

Marijuana dispensary

Amazon

Brick and mortar health/
supplement store

Gas station/
Corner market

Supermarket/
Grocery store

Alternative health care
provider (chiropractor,
massage therapist, etc.)

Gym/fitness center

Source:
2021-US-CBD-Consumer-Report.pdf (thecbdinsider.com) 
CBD: Industry or Ingredient? 2021 Mid-Year US
CBD Report from BrightField Group. (https://blog.brightfieldgroup.com/tag/cbd)

Other

None of the above

34.2%

33.5%

29.4%

27.8%

25.6%

24.3%

23%

16.4%

14.4%

4.1%

4.4%

14.1%

10% 20% 30% 40% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

48.1%

43.9%

36.1%

35%

34%

29.7%

26%

24.1%

17%

16.9%

12.1%

7.9%

2.3%

3.1%

Online directly
from CBD brands

Smoke shop

Online retailers selling
a variety of products

Marijuana dispensary

Amazon

Brick and mortar health/
supplement store

Gas station/
Corner market

Supermarket/
Grocery store

Family members

Friends

Alternative health care
provider (chiropractor,
massage therapist, etc.)

Gym/fitness center

Other

None of the above

10% 20% 30%

Oil / Drops / Tinctures

Gummies

Vape

Edibles

Muscle & Joint Topicals

Flower (Raw hemp)

Capsules / Softgels

Topical moisturizers
(Salves / Lotions)

Drinks (Water,
Sport drink, etc.)

Oral product (Mouthwash,
Toothpaste)

Prepared food / Drink
at a café / Restaurant

Pet food or treats

21.8%

19.6%

12.2%

9.4%

9.2%

7.2%

5.5%

4.9%

3.8%

1.9%

1.5%

0.6%

Where have you seen CBD for sale?
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RETAIL $29 WHOLESALE PRICE $13.00

Minimum Order $500 (Includes Shipping)

“These gummies have replaced anything else I ever tried for stress. Flying, dentist 
appointments, anything that sparks stress is handled by one or two of these little bears.”

- Sue Jasinski

“These gummies are seriously so good! I haven’t had cbd gummies that work for me but these 
work well & the taste is great! I can feel my body start to relax shortly after taking them”

- Taylah Scott

“I absolutely LOVE Sunday Scaries CBD Gummies! Out of all the CBD gummy brands I 
have tried, these are definitely the best and even better they taste AMAZING! I love 

taking a couple gummies after a long day at work to help me relax and unwind!”
- Kelsey K

CBD GUMMY BEARS

REVIEWS
200 mg per bottle
10 mg per gummy
20 gummies per bottle

Active ingredients: 
Vitamin D3, Vitamin B12, 
CBD

Flavors:
Orange - Orange
Red - Cherry
Green - Apple
Yellow - Lemon

SPECS

MORAL
HANGOVERS

BREAK-UPS DAILY
STRESS

Meet the OG CBD Gummy Bear. Designed
to eliminate your moral hangover, support 
your relaxation, and avoid a nervous
freakin breakdown.
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RETAIL $29 WHOLESALE PRICE $13.00

Minimum Order $500 (Includes Shipping)

“I love these sour gummies!! They taste AH-MAZING and they work quickly
to take the edge off from a hectic work day!” - Geneva Thomas

“I love the vegan AF gummies! Being health conscious, and also suffering from chronic 
stress, these gummies helps calm me down, and also tasted so amazing. The only 
downside is that you always felt compelled to eat the whole jar in one serving. I 
thoroughly enjoy the flavor, and the feeling derived from this product!” - Alpha

“The vegan AF gummy’s are the best gummy’s in the world! I thought the regular ones 
were great but these take the cake! So glad to have a subscription to these. They work 

great but taste great there’s nothing else to say. Keep it up!” - Lisa Lani 

VEGAN AF

REVIEWS
200 mg per bottle
10 mg per gummy
20 gummies per bottle

Active ingredients: 
Vitamin D3 (Derived from 
lichen), Vitamin B12, CBD

Flavors:
Yellow - Lemon
Orange - Tangerine
Green - Lime 
Red - Cherry

SPECS

These gumdrops aren’t just vegan, they’re 
Vegan As F*%k. Vegan AF. Feel free to get 
your zen on without feeling any guilt or lack 
of social responsibility. They support 
increased concentration, a positive attitude 
and allow you to keep your head on straight 
no matter what day of the week it is. 

DAILY
STRESS

ENERGY
BOOST

PRE-YOGA
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RETAIL $29 WHOLESALE PRICE $13.00

Minimum Order $500 (Includes Shipping)

“Bra Bearies are my girlfriend's go to since they taste like straight strawberry! The little 
cbd taste gets to her in the regular gummies so she loves these.”

- Jared Schroeder

“The Bra Berries gummies + vitamin c are the BEST! I love how they make me feel and 
they are soo good! It's so tempting to not eat the entire bottle in one sitting!”

- Kelsey Kabonick

“Bra, you need to taste these and get ready to chill out.”
- Tomas

REVIEWS

BRA BEARIES

200 mg per bottle
10 mg per gummy
20 gummies per bottle

Active ingredients: 
Vitamin C, CBD

Flavors:
Strawberry

SPECS

Bra Bearies are taken by loving sons, 
daughters, and family members who want to 
de-stress while supporting a good cause and 
saving boobies.These CBD gummies with 
added Vitamin C are the perfect morning 
boost or brunch companion. 

DAILY
STRESS

IMMUNITY MENTAL
CLARITY 

We donate $2 from every purchase of Bra Bearies to
The Pink Agenda to support breast cancer research.
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RETAIL $49 WHOLESALE PRICE $22.00

Minimum Order $500 (Includes Shipping)

“The CBD oil is my favorite, I start to relax the second I open the bottle” - Ashley Johnson

“This CBD oil gives me a latent feeling of calmness that makes my day more enjoyable. I forget 
that I took it until I realize that the ever-present feeling of dread is gone and my mood is elevated. 
It makes me less irritable and more patient with whatever I'm dealing with. It tastes pretty good 
too, kinda like Sweet Tarts. I've tried other CBD oils that I don't notice hardly any effects from. I 

always come back to Sunday Scaries because it definitely has a positive effect on me.”
- Elizabeth Cage

“I LOVE SUNDAY SCARIES CBD OIL!! It took me years to find this brand and ever since I 
have I never looked back! This brand is the real deal and if you have any issues at all they 

are there to help and make you happy!” - Kelsey Kabonick

REVIEWS

TINCTURE

500 mg per bottle

Active ingredients: 
Vitamin D3, Vitamin B12, 
CBD

Flavors:
Fruit Punch

SPECS

This CBD tincture is the perfect blend to 
enable you to calm your mind and allow 
yourself a cool, calm sense of relief .Drop 
the pure CBD oil under your tongue to taste 
the delicate fruit punch or add it to teas, 
smoothies and water.

RECOVERY TRAVELING DECOMPRESSION
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“Unicorn Jerky is delicious! And gives a nice calming effect for when I'm having a stressful 
day. Will absolutely order again! - Courtney Donahoo

Unicorn Jerky is like a delicious rainbow candy, but with the chillin goodness of cbd! My 
husband and I couldn’t help snacking on a few of these a day when we started getting 

stressed. Love them! - Emily Vine

The Unicorn Jerky rocks! It tastes great and all my friends want some when they see me 
with it. I should get the bestest friend award for sharing all my Unicorn Jerky!”

- Kelsey Kabonick

REVIEWS

RETAIL $19 WHOLESALE PRICE $8.50

Minimum Order $500 (Includes Shipping)UNICORN JERKY

100 mg Broad Spectrum 
per bag
10 mg per piece
10 candy pieces per bag

Flavors:
Rainbow

SPECS

These bite size rainbow strips enable you to 
enhance your chi while maintaining your 
enthusiastic personality. They calm you 
down without taking away what you really 
are… amazing.  The best way to describe the 
flavor is “tutti-fruity” or “if the Pink Panther 
and the Lucky Charms leprechaun had a 
pillow fight in your mouth”. 

DAILY
STRESS

ELEVATE
MOOD

ELIMINATE
SELF-DOUBT
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RETAIL $59 WHOLESALE PRICE $26.50

Minimum Order $500 (Includes Shipping)

“I work 10 hour days in an office and have to be up at 5:30 every morning BUT I’m a night 
owl so it’s hard to go to sleep and stay asleep and with this I was knocked out all night 

long! The oil tastes good by itself but I love adding it to a cup of tea before bed! This 
product is definitely a must for a well-rested evening”

- Natalee Amber

“I'm so stoked Sunday Scaries came out w/ this new non-melatonin sleep tincture. I've 
been looking for something like this for a long time. Staying asleep all night has always 

been a challenge for me. The added blend of CBN is super effective, and I wish more 
products would come out using that compound.”

- James Robert

BIG SPOON

REVIEWS

NEW PRODUCT!
The best CBD oil for sleep flavored with 
Vanilla Cream and infused with CBN. Taken by 
night owls, tossers and turners, and sheep 
counters who want to feel comforted like a 
little spoon and drift off tranquilly. Go ahead... 
dream on.

SLEEP
AID

CALM
THE MIND

NON-GROGGY
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RETAIL $11 WHOLESALE PRICE $4.95

Minimum Order $500 (Includes Shipping)

“I would pay ALL the money for these bath bombs. They are the ultimate relaxation tool. 
They also make for bomb (see what I did there) ass gifts. The essential oils in them leave 

your skin super soft too.”
- Sarah Robinette

“After a long day at work, nothing helps calm me down like a Tub Cub CBD Bath Bomb. The 
colors, aroma, and CBD give me a soothing sensation that really helps me relax after a long day.”

- Steve W

“I love the Tub Cub CBD Bath Bomb! I love relaxing in my hot bath and letting the CBD work 
it's magic on my aching body and pains! It really relieves my aches and helps me relax!”

- Kelsey Kabonick

BATH BOMBS

REVIEWS

Losing your composure? Bearily surviving at 
work? Need a break from your responsibilities 
like that 7th load of laundry? Sometimes a 
shower just won’t cut it... Luckily we’re here 
to drop in, get you all bubbly and make you 
feel like you’re not alone.

DECOMPRESS UNWIND SOOTHE
TENSION
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100 mg per bag
20 Bones per bag
5mg per bone

Active ingredients: 
Passion flower, 
L-Tryptophan, Valerian 
Root, Chamomile, CBD

Flavors:
Bacon

SPECS

RETAIL $29 WHOLESALE PRICE $13.00

Minimum Order $500 (Includes Shipping)

“Somehow my dog knows a storm is coming long before it even gets here. Panting and 
pacing and digging at the floor, climbing on things. Just awful, my dad ordered the FOMO 
bones for his dog and loved them so he got them for us. They worked wonders for our 35 

pound whoodle!”
- Christina Haas

“My fur baby has a nervous habit of licking when she gets stressed and now she doesn't. 
She now can relax and just be her silly self, she even looks forward to getting her treats. 

Thanks FOMO BONES!”
- Janet

FOMO BONES

REVIEWS

FOMOBONES.COM

FOMO aka Fear Of Missing Out isn’t just a 
human problem. The separation anxiety is 
furreal. But don’t worry. We’re on a mission 
to end FOMO for dogs and pet parents 
everywhere, with the safest, purest and 
most effective dog treats on the market. 

HOME
ALONE

THE
MAILMAN

ROAD
TRIPS
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17mg per dropper
500 mg per bottle

Active ingredients: CBD

Flavors:
Rotisserie Chicken

SPECS

RETAIL $49 WHOLESALE PRICE $20

Minimum Order $500 (Includes Shipping)

"Both my dog and cat LOVE the new FOMO Pet Tincture. It's rotisserie chicken flavored 
and I can tell my dog loves it by licking his lips after every drop! I even got our cat to try it 

and he slept so calmly through the entire night. Definitely recommend."
- Samantha Lupo

FOMO BONES TINCTURE

REVIEWS

BRAND NEW PRODUCT!
Each bottle contains 500mg of CBD with 
17mg per dropper. You can rest easy knowing 
that our dosage instructions on the bottle are 
safe for dogs and cats! In case you didn't know, 
our FOMO Bones product has been ranked the 
best CBD treats in The Los Angeles Times, 
Best Products, Petfood Industry and many 
more. The reviews are pawsome.

FIREWORKS PLANE
RIDES

VET
VISITS

FOMOBONES.COM
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We want to thank you for giving our 
products a try. You just joined a community 
of people who encourage you to live your 
best life possible. 

For the CBD noobs, this industry is in its 
infancy stages and it  takes a ton of courage  
and vulnerability to try  something new. So 
hats off to you.  

For the CBD OG’s, there is a TON of noise out 
there. Now everyone and their milkman has 
a CBD company. ‘Medi-this’ and ‘canna-that’ 
companies are a dime a dozen. It takes 
experience to see through the clutter and 
purchase from those  who are transparent 
and legit. So applause for staying woke. 

We’re Sunday Scaries and we are tearing 
through the noise. If you’re anything like us 
then your morning might be consumed with 
negative thoughts. You might be overthinking 
about a first  date or unnecessarily nervous 
about a deadline. You might not be able to sleep 
because your mind races so much at bedtime.
 
Don’t worry, you’re not alone. We deal with 
that kind of stress too. We’re not perfect 
and we don’t pretend to be. But we’re  the 
feisty, bold antihero you’ve been looking for 
to help you eliminate your self-doubt.
 
We got your back. 
Mike and Beau,
Co - Founders 

BEAU & MIKE

DON’T WORRY YOU'RE NOT ALONE!

THE CO FOUNDERS
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At Sunday Scaries, we only use the purest, 
cleanest & highest quality CBD for our 
products. All of Sunday Scaries CBD 
products 100% Comply with the 3-Step CBD 
Quality Assurance System:

Sunday Scaries sources & tests all of its raw CBD from KND Labs, one of the most respected & 
trusted CBD suppliers in the nation. KND Labs is a cGMP, ISO 9001:2015 and Active 
Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API) Certified supply chain partner of CBD ingredients for global 
consumer products. Their pristine, state of the art facility ensures clean, consistent and reliable 
CBD throughout the supply chain, from soil to oil.

PROPER SOURCING

The CBD must be derived
from USDA certified hemp

grown in the USA

RAW-PRODUCT COAS

The CBD must be tested for purity
by a 3rd party lab to ensure there

are no heavy metals, pesticides, GMOs
or other synthetic materials

FINISHED-PRODUCT COAS

The CBD finished product must be tested for 
purity by a 3rd party lab to ensure there 

are no heavy metals, pesticides, microbials, 
residual solvents or THC

SOURCING
& LAB TESTS
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Thank you for taking the time 
to review the Sunday Scaries 
wholesale deck. Please let us 
know what other information 
you would like or if you would 
like samples.

Cheers,
Founders:

BEAU & MIKE

SUNDAYSCARIES.COM

WHOLESALE CONTACT

NICOLE
CRUZ

NICOLE@SUNDAYSCARIES.COM


